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t~e Un1ted St~tes must ·Conf?rm to. sec-

by legislative largess and a

·1 grant of land of only approximately ~Ion 4 of Article XIX. Tlus section 4

By GEORGE S. DOWNER.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

300,000 acres, as compared to a grant ts as follows:
Taxi Driver: "Cab, sir?"
Phones 147 and 148
common schools of approximately "When the U1iited States shall con- Boiled Owl: "How far yuh goin'.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Albuquerque's
1eight and one-half million acres. The ~en.t thereto the legislature, b~ a rna- -Columbia Jester.
'total average of Federal land grants in Jonty vote of the members m each ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-· _
.
!New Me~ico is a little over 12,000,000 house! may submi~ to the peop~e the I
WE FURNISH THE HOME
EXCLUSIVE
E. B. BOOTH
·.acres. The grant to the university is question of ·amendmg any provtsion of
COMPLETE
SHOP
STYLE-PLUS
i. about 310,000 ~crcs and to common jArticle .XXI of thi." constitution on comCLOTHES
l schools about eight and one-hal£ mil- pact With the Umtcd States to the exSTAR
\!ion acres. Under the system proposed tent allowed by the act of Congress per112 So. 2nd
FURNITURE
CO., Inc.
THE ECONOMIST ithe university would get about 0.025 mitting the same, and if a majority of
SUNSHINE BLDG.
113-115 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 758
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aud the common schools 0.70 plus. The the qualified electors who vote upon
extent of participation in oil royalties, ,any such amendment shall vote in favor
expressed in approximate percentages orjthereof, the said article sl~all be thereby
1
(lther institutions or purposes would be· amended accordingly."
EXCELSIOR
I
'
'
Pub!ic buildings ................. O.Ql
As already stated in our opinion, this
SOn' WATER
Agncultural college . . . . . . . . . . . . . .02 makes congressional action a condition
LAUNDRY
Permanent Water reservoirs .......04 precedent to the initiation of a consti1Improvement of Rio Grande ..... , .008 tutiotial amendment of this character
!Insane asylum ............... , •...004 by the legislature. A careful analysis
'School of 1Ii11es •.........•...... , .016 of the language used demonstrates this.
Satisfaction
PENNANTS - EVERSHARP PENCILS
Deaf and Dumb schoo1 ...........004 It is provided that when the United
Reform school ..............•.•...004 States consents, the legislature may
FOUNTAIN PENS
,
See A
Normal schools .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .025 submit the amendment to the people.
Varsd~h~: °~7 gent
Institution for Blind .............004,This certainly implies that Congress
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Mmes hosp1tal •.... , ......... , , . . .008
j ~~~~~\ dumb, and blind , ............008
Irho ·~tohln penal, and reform institution .. 1 ••••••• ••••••• , ••••• , • • •008
Santa Fe and Grant County bonds ..083
Stated shortly, the great benefit of

TAXI

LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

PHONE
THE CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CO.

2000

Pedectly Ventilated • Pipe Organ

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ALL CLOSED .CARS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
~

New Arrivals of

Bostonians College
SHOES

TENNIS!
See our big line of 1926
Tennis Supplies before you
buy. Rackets, balls, nets,
racket presses, markers.
A complete range
of prkes

Raabe· & Mauger
1st and Copper

Phone

sos

i

for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
New Mexico's
Leailing Shoe Store

PARIS
SHOE STORE

Opp, Y. M. c. A.
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P~o~s!!,~E
"The Lost World"
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HAROLD LLOYD IN

SOON

Also International News
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ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC cOl
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"FOR HEAVENS SAKE"
Raised P11ces

COMING

Race is ClQse as Seven Teams Battle For Points; Tennis, Handball,
Tug-of-War, and Baseball Will Dedde Championship.

J??

SUNSHINE THEATRE

A Finance Corporation

121 SOUTH SECOND STREET

OMEGA RHO lEADS IN INTRAMURAL
SPORT RACE WITH 463 POINT TOTAL
KAPPA SIGS AND SIGMA CHIS NEXT

.According to official figures release(l WedneHday, Omega Rho
is
now
leading in the l'a(!e for the intramural athletk championship
'!'he city tracl~ and fielq 1ne~t held at 'Varsity field last Saturday
of
the
University
with a total of 463 !JOints. In ~ccon<lJllace is Kappa
afternoon resulted in a landslide victory for'the Lobos with 69 points.
Sigma,
with
4311-3
points, 32 behind the leaders, while Sigma Chi
'l'he Independents were second, scoring 18 points, Indian Sehool third
is
third
witl1
388
5-6.
Pi Kappa .Alpha, the Independents, the Corowith 13, High S'chool four with 12 and Menaul fifth with 3.
nado
Club,
and'
the
J;,aeulty
trail in the order nameu. Records show
The 100 yard dash was run in heats.
Mulcahy and Russell tied for first in
that
the
leading
Omega
Rho's
lm.vc won one event:, playground ball,
Offield, U. N. M., won his heat in 10 4/5 the high jump, quitting by agreement at
and
tied
for
first
in
two
others,
basket ball and horseshoe ptiching:
and then took the finals in 10 5/10. Cor- 5 feet 8 inches. These two men should
The
Kappa
Sigs
have
won
the
strength
tests. The Sigma Chi's have
dova, Menaul, was second, and Hoskins take first and second against the Wildwon
the
relay
and
the
track
meet,
and
tiecl for first in basket ball,
third. The time in this event is slightly ~ats.
and the Pi K. ,A.'s were first in the cross-country event. The Inslower than Arizona's best for this year.
Redmond, A. H. S., won the 440 yard
dependents tied for first in horseshoe pitching, while the Coronado's
With a week's training Barney should dash in 57 9/10 seconds. Trauth was
OMEGA
RHOS
ARE
·and the Professors l1ave yet to register for a cup.
run the Wildcat sprinters a good race.
second and Hoskins third. This time is
CUP WINNERS IN
Following are the standings, with points; se~ond, Omega Rho, 720 points;
The mile run was one of the sensations two seconds slower than Hoskins' time
PLAYGROUND
BALL
.points won by each _organization in each third, Kappa Sigma, 67 1/3 po~nts;
of the meet but with no bearing on the in the Intramural and five seconds beevent:
fourth, Independents, 50 1/3 pomts;
Lobes. Jonah Yazza, little I11dian, cov- hind Ari20na's best of this year.
Basketball-First and second, Omega filth, Pi Kappa Alpha, 41 points; sixth,
ered the distance in 4 minutes 52 seconds,
In the 220 event Offield came in for Winners Are Undefeated
Rho and Sigma Chi tied, 110 points; Coronado Club, 2 points.
only 4 seconds behind Art Brown's time his second win, covering the distance in
Through Entire Schedule third and fourth, Pi Kappa Alpha and
Playground Ball-First, Omega Rho,
of last year. The Lobos failed. to place 24 seconds flat. At the present time
Kappa Sigma tied, 90 points; fifth, In- 150 points; second, Kappa Sigma, 130
By winning their last two games last dependents, 50 points ; sixth, Coronado points; third, Pi Kappa Alpha and Corain this event. The Indians took first there are three 'vVildcats doing this event
and third, and Redmond, A. H. S., came in b~tter time than 24 seconds, Barney's Friday, the Omega Rho team emerged Club, 30 points.
nado Chib tied, 90 points; fifth, Sigma
in second.
•
time in the Intramural meet was 23 1/5, winners in the intramural playground
Cross Country-First, Pi Kappa AI- Chi, 70 points i sixth, Independents and
In the shot pnt Grenko and McFar- He should place with Arizona. K. Yaz- ball tournament. In the first game the pha, 20 points; second, Independents, 19 Faculty, 50 points.
land took first and third 1·espectively. za, Indian School, took second and Gor- Faculty team went dow11 to defeat be- points; third, Kappa Sigma, 15 points;
Thus far the race has been surprising- '
fore the fraternity team, and in the sec- fourth, Sigma Chi, 1 point.
Johnson, Independent, crowded into sec- don, Lobos, third.
ly close, so close, in fact, that the
ond place. The distance of the winning
Mulcahy was timed at 27 4/5 seconds ond game the Independents were the vic16-man Relay-First, Sigma Chi, 36 slightest faltering 011 the part of any of
heave was 39 feet ~ inch. Grenko and in the 220 yard low hurdles. Renfro, tims.
points; second, Kappa Sigma, 32 points; the leaders would now serve to displace
The Profs threw a scare into the third, Omega Rho, 28 points; fourth, Pi them from the lop. For this reason,
Devine of Arizona are about on a par U. N. M., was second and Dinelli, A. H.
Omega
Rho outfit. wl1en they got away Kappa Alpha, 24 points; fifth, Coronado keen competition is expected in the rein this event.
S., third. The best Arizona's hurdlers
to
a
two-run
lead in the first inning. Club, 20 points.
maining cot1tcsts of handball, tennis, tugIn the pole vault event Renfro, U. N. have done is about 27 seconds.
The winners scored in the next two
Horseshoes-First, Omega Rho and of-war, and: baseball. In all probability
M., and Parenti, A. H. S., tied for first
Johnson beat Grenko by 9 inches for
frames, and in the sixth the winning Independents tied, 25 points ; third, fottrth the championship will not be cinched by
at 11 feet. To break the tie the height first place in the discus throw. Mulruns crossed the plate.
and fifth, Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma any organization until the last event on
was raised to 11 feet 6, where b?th .drop- cahy, winner in the intramural meet, was
Johnson and Popejoy formed the bat- and Coronado Club tied, 19 points; sixth, the program has been played off.
ped out. If taken less than SIX mches I third. The distance was 117 feet 8 inches.
tery for the Faculty. Reed was on the
at a time Renfro should beat 11 feet, Before the \Vildcat meet Grenko should
Sigma Chi, 16 points.
mound for the winne.rs, with Renfro on
Strength Tests-First, Kappa Sigma, LOBO CINDERMEN L E A V E
which is the best Foss of Arizona has be ,out of hi~ slump and set a new southThe Lobo track squad and tennis squad,
been able to do. Pegue of the Inde- western record in this event. Mulcahy the receiving end.
78 points; second, Omega Rho, 770
In the second game the Omega Rhos
is counted on for second pla~e.
pendents took third.
points; third, Sigma Chi, 75 points; composed of twelve men, and Coach
had little trouble. Starting ill the first
The Lobos came in for first and secMulcahy and Offield took first and inning with five runs they ran the score fourth, Pi Kappa Alpha, 69 points; fifth, Johnson, left for Tucson Thursday
night, where they will meet the Univerond in the high hurdles, Mulcahy finish- third in the bro~d jump with Trauth be- to 13 _5 in five innings. Due to the cold Cormmdo Club, 27 points.
sity of Arizona Saturday in a dual meet.
Track-First,
Sigma
Chi,
80
5/6
.
cut hort
ing ahead of McFarland. Trauth, In- tween. The distance was 19 feet 4 . d tl
· d '"'
1 k
d ·
.
, Will
1e game was
s
•
d epen d ent, won t Iur
.
,.
1th
Car
an
mches.
At
least
a
foot
w•ll
have
to
be
I"
d
E
t'
tl· 1e pt'tc1un
· g
·
b 1
d
.
.
\.ap1an an ~a mgcr d'd
1
[d
f
A
A rno o
r1zona, ot 1 16 secon men, added to tlus d1stance to make a show- 1 d t 1 ·
t' 1 f
tl 1 d
lined up with Mulcahy a r~l race should ing against Arizona.
an ca c ung rcspec Ive r or Ie n eSOUTHWESTERN TRACK AND FIELD RECORDS
result. The time in Saturday's meet
pcndents. The Omega Rhos used the
These are the records that track and field athletes of
was 16 3/5 seconds.
o (Continued on Page 4)
same battery as in the first game.
~
These were the last games in the tourNew Mexico and Arizona will try to shatter at the dual
.
nament, and the cup was awarded to the
Arizona-New Mexico meet Saturday at Tucso'n,
Omega Rho ~~~m. They went through
1 00-yard dash-Time 10 seconds. Jacobson, Institute,
AN OPEN LETIER
the tourney undefeated.
1913; <;:overley, Arizona, 1924.
Omega Rho ...... 0 0 1 1 2 1- 5
220-yard dash-Time 22 seconds. Hale, New Mexico,
Weary of this life, and with small hopes of anything
Faculty ................ 2 0 0 0 0 0- 2
1923.
better beyond, I have decided to wind up my care~r in a
440~yard dash-Time 51 1-5 seconds. Coverley, Ariz·
Omega Rho .............- 5 l .3 4 x-13
manner long to be remembered. Now is to come th~ climax
one,
1924.
Independents
................
0
0
0
3
25
of my unwearied efforts for the benefaction of mankind,
880-yard run-Time 2 min. 5 5-l 0 seconds. Patten, Arizwherein I have labored unceasingly to disclose in the past
ona, 1924.
FICKINGER IS
lives of those you know, trust, love, revere, and respect, th~
Mile run-Time 4 min. 48 5-1 0 seconds. Conley, Ariz·
episodes and ideals which have brought them to the front
HONORED
BY
on'a, 1925.
this great Armageddon called life. I have endeavored to
High hurdles-Time 16 seconds. Davis, Arizona, 1925.
PHI
BETA
CHI
withhold from you the unsavory incidents, those paccadillo-:s
Low hurdles--Time 26 1-5 seconds. AUsman, Arizona,
which every man commits in his youth, that hold back hJS
1923.
!
Is Adjudged Editor of On~ of th~
march toward fame. I have given you only the most high
Shot put-Distance 40 ft., 6 1-4 in. Carpenter, Arizona,
Twelve
Best
CoUege
Annuals
and elevated thoughts of thos~ who tendered me a portion of
1924.
In United States.
precious time in. busy lives, which wer~ meant to guide you
Discus throw-Distance 12 7 ft., 4 in. McCauley, Ariztoward a.S.iiillar niche in the hall of fame, in case you deona,
1923.
Paul L. Fickenger, president of the
sired it.
Javelin
throw-Distance I 71.3 ft. Devine, Arizona,
Associated Students of the State UniI have now come to the place where, to complet~ my task
1925.
versity, and managing editor of the 1925
of uplifting and elevating the tone of lif~ on the campus of
High jump-Height 5 ft., · II 11-16 in. Seamon, Ariz·
Mirage, has been elected to Phi Beta
the University of New Mexico, it is necessary for me to pre~ent
ona, 1924.
Chi, national honorary fraternity, as arall those objectionable and undesirable features of the bves
Broad jump-Distance 21 ft., 8 in., Seibly, Arizona,
chon for this district, according to a letand careers of individuals and organizations high and low,
1922.
ter rerdved by Mr. Fickenger Tuesday.
rich and otherwise, male and catty, those aspiring to higher
Pole vault-Height 11 ft., 7 in. Johnson, Institute, 192 I.
The office of archo11 is honorary, the
things as wcll as those enjoying life; in short, any thing or
Mile relay-Time 3 min., 32 4-5 sec. (Tweedy, Scott,
duties being assistance and advice in the
person in our midst except the faculty or members thereof.
Griffin, White), Arizona, 19 25 ..
preparation of college aimUals in his disI need the help of the entire student body, for it is hardly
Records of last year's meet, which Arizona won, 63.3
possibl~ that one man, even of my calib~r, should be able
trict.
to 53.7 are as follows:
Mr. Fickenger was selected for memto know aU the faults and shortcomings of evei'Y individual
1 00-yard dash-Time I 0 1-1 0 sec. Tweedy, Arizona.
bership h1 the fraternity after the 1925
and organization at present infesting stud~nt life.
220-yard dash-Time 22 2-5 sec. Scott, Arizona.
:Mirage had been adjudged one of the
If you know some fa~Its in the, ~.akeuy o! any man,
440-yard dash-Time 52 3-5 se<:. Griffin, Arizona.
twelve best university annuals published
woman child or group, wrate your ·cr1be1Sm or d1sclosure on
880-yard run-Time 2 min., 9 sec, Conley, Arizona.
in the United States last year. The ediMile run--Time 4 min., 48 5- I 0 sec. Conley, Arizona.
a slip o'f paper, seal it, and ad~ress it to t!te Lob? box.
i~
tors of the other eleven n1\nuals were
High hurdles--Time 16 sec. Davis, Arizona.
right now, befo!~ .you forget tt. 'l'r,ut~ ·~ a pr1me requ•s!te,
likewise honored.
the more bitter 1t 111 the more good 1t IS likely to a«:omphsh,
Low hurdles-Time 26 5- I 0 se<:. Webb, New Mexico.
Shot put-Distance 39.82 ft. Devine, Arizona.
and the more ill feeling it is Iik~ly to relieve you of.
Discus throw-Distance 124 ft., 6 in. Grenko, New
Among th~ institutions at the University at present badly
Mexico.
in need of criticism, are Paul Fickinger, the Phi Mu~, Lyman
MIRAGE PICTURES
Javelin throw-Distance 1 72 ft. (unofficial wt. javelin)·
Brewer Bob Fall, the Pi KAs, Dick Culpepper, the Omega
King,
Arizona.
.
Rhos jerry Dubois, the Sigma Chis, Ray Belssum, the Kappa
MUST BE IN
High jump-·-Height 5 ft., 9 1-4 in. Stortz, New Mextco.
S!gs Alton Bailey, Monroe McKinley, Ben Sacks, At Monk, th~
Broad jump-Distance 2 1.39 ft. G~aeber, Arizona.
Cor~nados Mary Brown, the A . D Pis, Barney Bmns, th~
The editors of The Mirage wish :
Pole vault-Height II ft., 3 in. Stortz, New Mexico.
Alpha Chi~, AI Kool, Harry Hoskins, the Chi Omegas, Ted
it understood that all pictures for
Mile relay-Time 3 min., 32 4-5 sec. (Tweedy, Scott,
Clark the Kappas Bob Conlee, and about 350 more that
the annual must be in by the last of
,
•
• h
Griffin, White), Arizona. •
,
there is not space to ment1on ere.
next week, as the panels will be
Of
the
above
men
Arizona
will
be
represented
by Scott,
Surely you know something about the past or present of
closed on that date.
Griffin
White
Conley,
Devine
and
Graeber,
next
Saturday,
eomeone on the campus, that in the interest of the better·
Pictures may be tal<en any afterGrenk~ is the' only one of New Mexico's first-place winners
ment of society ought to be aired. Help me out in this last
noon until four o'clock at Milner's
that will be in a suit Saturday,
,
undertaking before I depart this life for something even worse
[ Stndio.
afterward.-A. Goof Dinklum.

m

1

as a condition precedent
by the State. It might
be urged that the mere order of action
is not material and thllt all that was
inended was concurrent action by the
State and the United States. Reference
to the· balance of this section shows this
argument to be not well taken. It is

4:52.
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NUMBER TWENTY-SIX

I

1for

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~jlMili.tary.
institute .................012 must first ~ct
Pe.mtenttar~ ......... , .......... , .012' Ito any act1011

Monday, April 19~
Student Council Meeting.
Meeting of the Illdependent Men.
Tuesday, April 20Me~ting of the Committee on .Ad·
mission and Student Standing.
Meetiug of theY. W. C. A .
Wednesday, April 2tMeeting of the Committee on Student Affairs.
Friday, April 23University Assembly.
Outing of the Independent Men.
Sigma Chi Dance.
Saturday, April 24.
Chi Omega Patroness Bridge.
Kappa Kappa Gatnma Dance.
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seniors.

:With 18; Indian School Thil:d with 13; Yazza Wins Mile Easily

Repairs·

l

Sunday, April ISDean and Mrs. Mitchell at home to

•
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WEEKLY CALENDAR

Lobo Cindermen Amass 69 Points to Win; Independents are Second

~r.!f~~~S
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OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque, New Mextco, Friday, April 16, 1926 ·

LOBUS TAKE EASY FIRST
ClTY TRACK AND FIELD MEET;
, INDIAN MILER IS .SENSATIONAL
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this proposed amendment would be to provided that the legislature C<!U only
the common schools, which are already propose an amendment to the extent of
Enjoy Yom Meals
generously and amply provided for, and the consent or permission of Con~ress.
Sunshine Pharinacy
(Continue,d from Page I)
the percentage of benefit going to the How can the legisl'!ture act unt!l the
while the
Federal grant of lands. This resolution proponents of the scheme would be very limits of the amend1nent they are emFo.-merly Wan11er Drug Co,
Brunswick Penantrop~
was prepared, caused to be introduce'! small, indeed. Instead of preserving a powered to submit are first fixed by
and fostered in its passage by persons proper proportion between the original Congress?
·
Plays the Latest Music
ame
or institutions having in view the get· objects or purposes of the grant, this As an illnstration it can be easily supPhone
'ting for themselves a part of the oil r'lr- scheme would only increase the pro- posed that a certain member or certain
alties which the university had bee.1 so portion of the common schools which members of tf1e New Mexico LegislaService
fortunate as to acquire, To accomplish received 70 per cent of the grant in the turc might vote .oue way on a 'j oiut resPlace
THE HOME OF
!this result, the proponents ·of the pro· first place and need no further aid now. olution initiated by that body ;md anPhone 197
GOOD EATS
posed constitutional amendment seek t'l The second ground of objection to other and different way on a joint res·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~' !have Congress consent to a general this resolution is to a large degree tech- o)ution initiated by Congress and conpooling of the different land gran\s to nical, but arises out of the anxiety and taining limitations which were not
!the State of New Mexico.
hurry of the persons formulating this agreeable, In other words, the provision
Sel'Vice
I In the form which this question now plan, Senate Joint Resolutio11 No. 46 that Congress mpst first <;ousent before Quality
HEADQUARTERS Ireaches Congress it carries with it at in form is a consent by Congress that any State legislation bas or might have
BOX STATIONARY
FOR THE
!least the semblance of being the ex- Joint Res?1ution .No. 10 of the .1923 the effect of changin~ tl.le result of th·e·
pression of the desire of a majority of New Mexico Legislature be submitted vote by the State leg1slature and hence
HALL'S PHARMACY
Unbeatable
!the people of New Mexico, speaking to a vote of th~ electors.
contend must be followed.
Phone 121
Free Delivety
Further, it might be suggested that
through their legislature. In consider- that :;enate Jomt ~esolutlo~ No. 46,
Unbreakable
Iiug the matter, the true situation and eve11 If passed,, woul\1 be .futile for tl~e the American scheme of government
object sought to be accomplished should, reason th.at Jomt Resol?tlon No. 10 IS docs not permit Congress to tlms control
Parker Fountain Pen we belieYe be kept in view.
so defec!lve as to constitute no author- or dictate to a State as to the amendA, B. Milner
Miss A, P. Mii;;;It is ur~ed on behalf of this plan that ity. for the submission of the consti- mcnt of its constitution. This is genMILNER STUDIO
Briggs Pharmacy
it is necessary in order to preserve the tullonal amendmcil! prop?sed' the~eby to erally true, but when it is considered
PHOTOG
400
Central
original proportions between the d1ffer- the
of New Mexico, T!us con- that the amendment has to do with the
J!tlendshlp's
·§~~~~~~~~~~~~~ cut purposes of the grants. Vve answer tt;ntwn.ls based upon the followmg con- compact of the United States with the
YOUR Photograph
State, the reason for the right is appa- i~P~h~o~n~e~9~23~~~~3~1~3Y.~·~W~.~C~~-n~_t~ra~l~
'this by saying that this is not the real sideratwns:
purpose. We say that the object s•,~•gllt We believe that a condition precedent rent. At the time the Uuirt!d States
'
by the proponents of this scheme is to to action by the New Mexico Legisla- granted and confirmed these lands to
take away from the university son'e- ture in the way of a resolution propos- the State it was under IlO legal obligaIf
SUNSHINE
thing which good fortune has bronght ing an amendment to the New Mexico tions so to do. It was in the position
We Have 'Em
it and to acquire the same for them- constitution whit reference to the com- of either making the grant·or not, and
BARBER SHOP
selves. The n>Jiversity strenuously ob- pact with United States is the permis- hence had the clear right to dictate any
jects to this procedure and appeals and sian of the United States through an terms in connection therewith. This it
Ha~ 0~~tfe~! ~~;{:yed
asks for fair play, for a square deal, It act of Congress. As a perliminary prem• did, and not only attached ce~tain trusts
106 !). Second street
asks that it be permitted to keep what ise it can be stated that this proposed and conditions but required the State to
fairly and legally belongs to it and amendment constitutes a change or accede thereto in its consitution and
ALLEN'S SHOE
1
that Congress do not lend its aid to the amendment of Article XXI, "Compact also place. in its constitution section 4
SHOP
,::.•"''"-1.,_SINCE 1883
scheme to deprive the university of this with the United States," of the New of Article XIX, preventing an amend-=~·
.;....
.::;
small
good
fortune.
Mexico
constitution.
This
is
clearly
men!
upon
the
subject
matter
unless
the
Phone
187
/.
~
303 W, Central
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ In their anxiety to acquire this prop- cor~ect f?r these reas?ns: .The enabling United States should first consent
..:
erty the persons fostering the scheme act, section 10, prov1des m effect that thereto.
have even overreached themselvs. The any money derived from lands granted The effect of the whole transaction
' A cynic is a humorist with the mis- results to the university would be dis- ~or a specific pu;pose shall be placed was to create a solemn and binding
fortune to be born with a smile a trifle astrous and the benefits to the institu- m the fund estabhshed for such purpose contract or compact supported by a concJEWELE'RS
to one side.-Brown Jug.
tions or things fostering this legislation and nevfr diverte~ to anotlter purpose. sideration between the United States
ALBUQ.UERQUE, N.M.
and needing funds· will be negligible. By s.ectlon 9, _Ar~tcle XXI, of the N<;w and the State. The State has no legal
This statement is explained by the fol- Mexico constttut10n the State and 1ts or moral right to violate this contract.
Advice to Mothers
peop~e. consented to all the terms and It is to be noted also that Aricle XIX
Buy a davenport and keep your lowing considerations:
daughter at homc.-Pennsylvania Punch 'Within the developed oil field there c?dnddihfons .of !the grabtll~ of lands prof- on amendments was drafted by the Cond v1 e or m t te ena mg act. In e - gress of the U1lited States and its pas,1.
·
Bo\"
1s as muc11 or more common sc11001 1an f
h
d
d' ·
f 1
•
H
h
or mchtsion in the State constitu1 ect, t e terms an con · 1!lons· o t 1e sage
,as
ence ht11e common sc
· made a condition
· to statehood
• •11umvers1ty.
•
.1 oo s grant of 1an ds were wntten
mto the !!on
w1 • rece1ve as •muc • or more
01 roy·
·
Tl
d
·
' attention
' of
d
conshtu!lon.
1e
proposed
amen
ment
In
closmg
we
direct
the
Roland Sauer & Co.
· 1the cotmmttee
·
a It1es as t 11e uiuverstty un. er. t11e
Driverless Cars'
h presf
wou ld c1mnge t hesc terms an d cond1to the testimony of
G
D
·
ent st at us. Add ed to t h1s 1s t e act t'1ons
that the original grant of lands for
·
eorge S. owner before a subcommttPopular Prices-Cars Delivered
common schools in New :Mexico is ;Art~cle XIX, of the New Mexico con- tee of the Committee on P.ublic Lands
All Makes - 1926 Models
1.nearly twice as to the number of sec- shtuhon contams the procedure for the pursuant to Senate Resoluhon No. 347,
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
Chrysler Sedans, Nash Sedans, Stude·
; tiol}s, that ~f the grants to any other amen~m~nt thereof. Section 1 is gen- foun~ at page 3640 of par~ ,13 of the
LAUNDRY WORK
bakers, Maxwells, :Buicks, Ford
'!State except Arizona and Utah. The era! m 1ts nature and appears to have hearmg h~ld by sm;h comnuttee, which
Coupes, Ford Sedans, Ford
common schools ar amply nd gene _ been followed for the purpose of the has to do 111 part w1th the question preMen's Suits· Cleaned and
Roadsters.
',ously provided fori~ New M~xico, bo~h resolution under .consideration.. It. is, sented in Senate Joint Resolution
Pr~ssed
B & M Driverless Car Co.
by grants -of lands an"d the power to lhowever, no t app1ICa bl e t o th e st t ua t ion. No ' 46'
115 N. Third-rear of
levy general and local ta es
Con- A resol11tion proposing to amend the
Respectfully submitted,
50 CENTS
First National Bank
trasted with this, the univer:it; is sup- constit~tion relative to the compact with
DOWNER & KELEHER,
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WB NEED CO-OPERATION
We wish to take this opportunity to remind the
student body that the Lobo is their paper, and will
become only what the student body makes it, It
cannot be run only by those whose names appear
on the masthead. They cannot see all that happens
on the campus, cannot always give . merit to. th?se
who deserve it. A reporter's capac1ty for fmdmg
news is limited by the amount of his time, as well
as his human quality of not being able to be on the
job all the time.
When you see something happen that deserves
the notice of the readers of the Lobo, see a member
of the staff, if possi~le, .or shove. a note i~ .the L?bo
box. The same apphes 1f there lS ~ ~~nditwn ex;sting on the campus that deserves criticism or praise.

education, We are gone mad over the saientific
method, and because it has accomplished so much
in its legitimate fillld, we seem to think it the remed!
for all our problems. In consequence, we apply 'lt
to m,atters that ciUl never be reduced to formulll~
and cold logic. Human life is only partially rational. And by considering it wholly so, much of
our education has become so much fact and circunJstances dumped out of the dusty confines of
some p€dant's notebook and abandoned by him like
so mally blasted stumps on a sanddune, completely
severed f1•om life and all things living. We are
just awakening to the fact that by neglecting the
imaginative and spiritual side of life, mueh of our
education has reaclu.>d an advanced stage of dry
rot.
Student criticism is not directed against
scholars, but against pedants who are not scholars
enough. At Harvard, along ·with pedants whom any
student might name, there are to be found true
scholars also-rare men whom study has not ossified. The teaching profession Mclay needs men,
not walking dictionaries. True scholars, in addition
to possessing profound knowledge, are eminently
human, and their knowledge is human. This human
quality, moreover, can never be measured in terms
of a Ph. D.; and until American colleges abandon
their foolish worship of a Ph. D. and substitute
for it a combined standard of knowledge and personality, much of what we complacently term "edu·
cation'' will continue to be hollow inane and £utile.
'
'
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tee selected to pick out a site for the
By A. Goof Dinklum
No. H-All About Goodfor Pefflin intra-mural tiddle-<le·winks tilt, in my
second year of' university life. But
Mr. Pefflin, contrary to the public the greatest honor that has y~t been
opinion of him, is a most tmassuming bestowed upon me is the appointment
1?erson, with several human qualities as organizer ·for this district of the
about him. He adimtted during the B11ck to the Fig Leaf Society, men'
first few minutes of our interview that division. The purpose of this teagu:
he liked prunes, that he kept a pet is to rid the country of the throttlemonkey, that shingle bobs were becom- hold that the clothing interest 110 w
ing to some girls, and that :Harold possess. If you only knew the exhilira.
Johns did not look very ~ood 1n his tion of working, and perhaps suffering
,Plus-fours. He also confided to ~c intense humiliation, as a martyr fo'
that he had eaten some. very mce a great and glorious c<tuse, you waul~
peaches for de,s~ert . the mght befor~, understand why I care i1othing for the
a.nd that a pred!le~twn for tob~cco ts plaudits o~ the masses 1 Why man, this
~•kel~ to S!Iow up 111 a man b:fore he the mo:t Important date the world has
IS tlurty, If such a tendency IS there s~en smce the year bot.lt Lydia E.
at all.
. .
. . Pmkham and Queen VIctoria were
Mr. Peffhn ts a man of charmmg ·born I
personality, gifted intellect, and with an "By' the way, Mr. Dinklmn, we are
abhorrence of all forms of the popular making a drive for members in our
sport known as bull-fcsting. His views league at the . present time. I believe
on the Charleston arc simple and di- you would be an ornament and a credit
reel. "I can't do it very well," he said to the organization, especially in our
in his earnest, sincere manner that is parades, when we march in the uniform
so inimitable and so a part ol him.
distinctive of the society."
"I came to New Mexico a number of
,
.d M p ffl'
,,
I hastily assured Mr. Pefflin that bere~rs ago, Sal
r. e . 111 > to see cause of my position SO much in' the
If 1t were really true that men walked I bl'
I
ld 1 dl
ff
about the streets asleep in the day- pu IC. eye,. cou
. lar Y a ?rd to
f
S
b d t ld
tl
d' d Th Itake s1des m a question on wh1ch the
tme. ome 0 Y 0, me ley 1 •
ey j country was so much divided. Bidmust have· been m1staken, for the only d'
1·
t f 1
db
one I have seen in. that condition since . mgd um t a gra e u goo • ye, I took
.
·my cpar ure.
I have been here 1s C. 0. Brown.
1
"I was once editor of the sheet you 1 Next week Mr. Dinklum will be unrepresent, and I have been elected a able to make any interviews, as he will
member of Pi Flappa Pi. Honors have! find his time fully occupied in prepar·
been heaped on me in great variety. I :ing his special issue, which will appear
was assistant chairman of the commit- :at some time to be announced later,

I

Is the student who engages in a multitude of
s\udent activities really "getting the most out of
college," or is he allowing college to "get mor!
out of him?'' Does participation in these activities give him the. kind of training that he will need
·in later life? The Cornell Daily 81tn answers these
questions in a manner novel as it is unmistakable :
THere are dissipations and dissipatjons in the
B'ear in mind that other schools judge us mostly life of the college student, but perhaps the most
by the appearance. of. our paper, since .they have pathetic is • • • the dissipation of the abilities
little else us a criterwn, and that a hve, newsy of the exceptional individual in a maze of petty
If the collective experience of thouVISITING HVNTERS
weekly will go a long way towar~ cr~ating a favo:- but engrossing undergraduate activities • • •
·
sands of technical graduates now engaged
able impression towa11cl the Umvers1ty. There IS
He becomes a member of half a dozen clubs
also the possibility that a prospectiVe student may and societies, he connects himself with the better in industry, of those in high positions as
Santa Fe, N. M., Apr.16.-That for
well as of those still on their way up, is every dollar spent for non-resident hunthappen to 1·ead the paper.
organizations, he plunges into the undergraduate worth anything, here is the gist of their
ing and fishing licenses in the state of
Do not take too literally the injunction "They swirl, not necessarily because he is imbued with
advice to the young man who has just N cw Mexico ten dollars are spent in the
.
"
d
d
the tlesire to be a social lion, but because he feels received his sheepskin.•. , .
also serve, who only stan an wa1t.
state for other purposes by the purchasit his duty to appear and to be seen about. He
"For the time l)eing, forget that you ers of the licenses, is the estimate of
develops poise, ease, grace. He can engage in conD. B. McKee, secretary of the Albuversation with professor or chaperone without em- ever went to college!"
DEGREES OR PERSONALITY1
This reflects no intention to minimize querque Chamber of Commerce.
barrassment to himself or to these appendages of
"I believe $10 is an extremely conserhis education. He carries out well, enough whatever the value of college training, nor is the
The following discussio~ is. from a!!- edito:r;ial is intrusted to him, but he never does so with dis- advice given to discourage high hopes or vative estimate,'' Mr. McKee said. 'In
in the Ilm·vard Crimson; 1t g!Ves an mterestm_g tinction or with more than a flasl1 of ability.
ambition. It is the keynote of state- reality, the amount spent by hunters and
view of a question which, if not in itself new, 18
In other words, he develops cleverness so that ments gathered by the National Indus- fishers from outside the state will probat least ne>vly aequiring prominence:
he does everything well but nothing thoroughly. trial Conference Board from among ably exceed that figure by a considerable
College students are tired of having knowledge And, worst of all, this is markedly, tl'Ue of his class- many thousands o£ college-trained men ill margin."
The total revenue to tlie game tle~art
interprt>te<l to them wholly in terms of the. class- room work. He turns'in at tlte end of his univer- representative industries throughout the
room, as soniethiug lmving little or no relation to sity career an average record-one of which he country. It is based on thousands of ment from hunting and fishing licenses
life. The pedantic professor who treats facts as neeil not be 111t all ashamed if he were only an letters received in reply to questionnaires sold to outsiders was $15,653 in 1925 out
d1·y bones is tolerated by his da.s3cS with the same average individual. But the man of· whom we sent out with a view to ascertain how of a gross total of $49,504.75 from all
coldness as he himself radiates. Such a pro~essor speak is capable of far more and is therefore guilty the technit:al college graduate stands in licenses sold, which shows that the rcve·
seems to have forgotten tlmt alllmowlcllge-science, of gross perversion of his abilities. . • .
industry, and what he can do better to nue from non-resident licenses is a big
adjust
himself to industry.
• item in the total revenue of the game
philosophy, history, literature, religion~all had
Because of his natural ability• to adapt himself
their origin in the problems of human hfe. Such to anything whieh may come to hand, he has acIn many cases the young technical department. r
•
a professor needs to. learn th_at h~s facts become complished a multitude of tasks passably. He has graduate, in the view of the executives
The distribution of the total non-resivit.al, and fraught Wlth me_anmg . nd im;Portance, j attainecl an easy proficiency either in con versa· generally, is too impatient for promotion dent license revenue is as follows: Fish,
only when they are thrown mto rehef agamst these tion, in writing, or in thinking. But, as sure as to a position of responsibility, overrates $5,700; bird, $3,023.73; big game, $4,problems.
fate he will either fade into oblivion afterward thc value of his education and underrates 999.50; big game and bird, $1,149.50;
Science, through its positive achievements in the I or bec~mc a .bond salesman. lie l~as bloome(~ ~arly the importance of smaller details of general, $141; 30-day fishing permits,
phenomenal world, has come to dominate modern j and wrlted m the hothouse of student achvrtles. practice, is frequently unwilling to work $64125. The total number of licenses
long shop hours or to work with his issued to lion-residents was 2,188.
hands,
has little or no understanding of
It was pointed out by Mr. McKee tl1at
plying to Stephen P. Duggan, Ph. D.,
SCHOLARSHIPS ANNOUNCED
:!SIS!Sl~ISIXISIOIS!GlCIOI~IOICIG!OlGlCISl~!SlSI:lj;
the
practical
and
business
aspects
of
the
people
visiting the state to hunt and fish
Secretary, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York
enterprise
in
which
he
is
employed,
aud
are
almost
without exception good spendThe Society for American Field Ser- City.
does not know how to handle himself in crs and that they leave a great deal of
vice Fellowships for French Universities
has made the following awards for the LAYING OFF SWELLED HEAD !he presence o£ or in contact with the outside money in the state when they buy
common workmen so as to command their provisions, ammunition, gasoline, oil,
•
The Junior-Senior Prom was held Fri- year 1926-27 :
.
y
f 11
th
,
respect or cooperation. These criticisms tires and other automobile accessories,
1
1 1
day evening, April 9th, at the \\roman's
Bi:ch, BAISber.t FEratE!cis,PhHa;vard Uni- hav:ua :ro:;s t la;e e sc 100 mg ~~u I\ arc made over and over by industrial not to mention money spent at hotels nnd
ystcs.
s ar ; upon you res s le .
. t'
t
•
f b .
.
for curios
Club. The dance was strictly formal; vers!ty, • • m • .,
responsibility. Remember, however, that exccu. tves o a pomt o cmg practically
.
it began and ended an hour or so later
Tl1e ltla!·llle 'ance
1
• fl ux at- ou t•
Erlich, Earle Maurice, Rutgers 1Jni- you have just begun. Attack your prob- unammous. . . . .
.
o f an m
than usual university dance. Most of the versity, A. B.; Universitc de Dijon; UniA d
bf-state sportsni"cn, with their families
n what do the college men say who
decorations used at the Kappa Sigma versite de Bordeaux,· Universite de Pa- !em with due modesty, with honesty, with
• IS
· depen den t on tlIC mam
· tenancc
not yet "arrived," but have spent eacl1 )car
imagination
and
with
a
sense
of
humor.
have
formal were left up, so the color scheme ris ·, Political Science and International
of
a
I
f
f"
1
d
· New
Don't forget that a lot o£ big things , enough time in industry to have acquired
supp Y 0
IS 1 an game Ill
was again red, white and green. Fresh
Law.
have been done by men who had no ,a fairly well-balanced viewpoint?
Mexico, the game department points out,
magnolia leaves and moss were draped
Harris,
Laurence
S.,
Yale
University,
schooling
at
all.
The
country
has
lots
"Get
the
idea
out
of
your
heads
'that
in
emphasizing the commercial side of
along the walls and over the fireplace, A. B., English Literature.
f
the
situation. Fishermen go wl1ere tl1e
b
o these fe1lows who y sheer will and 1college ...men are the only ones on earth
and vases of apple blossoms arranged on
· · h
•
streams arc stocked, and hunters wl1ere
Ingersol!, Chandler D., Columbia Uni- d
the tables. During the evening punch
etermmatmn ave latd the world by the who do things worthwhile. Work sum- there is game to kill. If New Mexico al•
out that some of them with· mers in the mills. • • • You have two
and iced, flowered cakes were served. versity, B. S., A. M.; Univcrsite de Pa- heels. Look
•
•
lows its streams to be dcplctrd oi lish
ris;
Chemistry.
I
out
schoo
mg,
but r.tth a punch, don't eyes, two cars, and one mouth, a total
The Grand March was led by Mrs. Hill
through
lack of proper restocking and its
Lusk,
George,
University
of
Chicago,
beat you in the rae .-Charles E. Brin- of five. Usc them in that proportion."and Stuart Armstrong. The programs
Ph.
B., A. M.; Charles University, ley, President o£ the American Pulley V mnmtl Alumni Bulletilt.
forests '!lid mountains to be depleted of
were in the school colors of cherry and
Prague,
Ph.
D.
;
Psychology
of
Aes·
Company,
in
the
Ptm!Sylvallia
Ga::ctte.
game
through lack of proper cunserva·
silver. Official chaperones for the Prom
tion measures, it will rob itself o£ a
thetics.
were Prof. and Mrs. R. S. Rockwood.
source of considerable revenue, it is
May, Raoul M., Leland Stanford, Jr.
University of Missouri girls have a11· pointed out.
>I<
*
University, A. B.; Harvard University,
FAMOUS SAYINGS
!lounced drastic steps by which they hope
The Coronado Club Spring Formal A. M., Ph. D.; Univcrsite de Paris; Zo·
to stamp out the use of i11toxicating Ji.
was given at the Franciscan Hotel Sat• ology.
.
,
"1 do11't know where I'm going, but
quors
by both mc11 and womc11 in' the
Would Be, at 'l'hnt
urday evening, April lOth. Other than ' Parry, Milman, University of Cali· I'm 011 my way."~tolumbus.
university.
At a mass meeting the co- Flubb (at the show): "Why do theY
the guests themselves, there were no fornia, A. B., A. M.; Universite de Pa"Keep the home :lires burllil!jl'."-Nero.
eds adopted reso~utions calling for social bill that l!umber as a 'nov~lty' dance?"
decorations. The programs were white, ris; Classical Languages and Literature.
"The first hundre<l years are the hardostracism of university me11 and women Dubb: "Because the girls all wear
with Coronado Club printed on them in
Perry, John T., Masaschusetts Agri- est.''-Methusclah.
who visit their dormitories while intoxi- street-length skirts, I suppose.''
red. Near the close of the dance a two cultural College, B. S.; Harvard Uni·
"Treat 'et~ rough.''-Henry VIIJ,
cated.
course supper, which included chicken versity; Botany.
"Keep your shirt on."-Qucen Eliza.
salad, sandwiches, coffee, ice cream and
The resolutions were mailed today to
Petty, Oscar V., University o£ Ken· beth.
It's a l>ea:ch
cake, was served. Chaperones were Dr. tucky, A. B.; Columbia University, A.
all
sorority and fraternity houses. It
"Don't,lose your heijd."-Queen Mary.
"When
I
was
in China I saw a W(olll<
and Mrs. Zimmerman, and Dr. artd Mrs. M.; Universite de Paris; Romance Lan"The bigger they ·are the harder they was said that no more than twelve or an hanging from a' tree.''
Sham10n.
thirteen girls voted against adoption of
guages and Literature.
fa11."-David.
"Shmtghai ?"
the resolutions,
Storer, Walter H., University of Illi"It floats."-Noah.
"Oh, abottt siJc feet.''
nois, A. B., A. M., P)t. D., Romance Lan·
"You can't keep a good man clown.""Whenever a man who has been drinkSome Foot
guages and Literature.
Jonah.
'
ing," the resolutiot1 said, "comes to a
Ware, James Roland, University of
Conductor (after stumbling over ob·
"I'm strong for you, kid."-Samson.
universarian's residence, be .it resolved,
Her Own Initiative
stacle in the aisle)-"Madame, you Pennsylvania, A. B., A. :M.; University
-1'/te Bosto11, Evalting Transcript. that he be asked to leave immediately, "Wherc's the wile?''
must not leave your valise in the aisle." de Paris; Oriental Languages an<! Litand the failure to do this shall entail "Gone to the West Indies."
Colored Lady-"Fo' de land sakes, erature.
Moth~r: "How did you lose your penalty of the loss of social functioM to
"Jamaica("
Applicati01i lllallks for the next award teeth, son?"
Mlstah Conductah, dat ain't no valise.
her group for the remainder ol the yca1·," "'Ell no. 1Twas her own idca.''-Ham·
Dat's mah foot."
may be obtained in October, 1926, by ap- Son: "Shifting gqars 011 a lolypop."
-The Associated Press.
ilton Royal Gabboon,
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Flower l'ot Scandal.
Hardy
Sweet William was in love
DR. DAVJD H. LEWIS
·
1
R
w1t 1 osc. H e haCI often thought of
Diseases of the Eye
marriage, the song of the Lark-spur·c<l
and · Fitting Glasses
him on, and finally he Aster, declaring
520-21 First National Bank• Bldg,
"I adore your Pink cheeks, your cute
Turnip nose, your Radish hair, a11d your
Violet eyes, Lettuce get married."
ThePoor Fish
Her Qualifications
TRAVEL ASSOCIATION AN·
"But we Cantaloupe," she sighed.
"Harry ate something that poisoned Mistress : "Can you serve company?" "You will have to ask Pomly."
NOUNCES TRIP
him."
New Maid: "Yes; either way."
"Are you sure you aren't trying to
"Croquette?''
q
"Either
way?"
The t'niversity Travel Association anString Beans or Marigold?" she ques"Yes, ma'am; so's they'll come again, tioned again. "If so, don't Dahlia
nounce that the steamer 'RYNDAM" "Nat yet, but he's very ill."
and
so's they won't,''LAnswers (Lon· around me, but Beet it l"
(22,070 tons) has been s~lected for the
don).
"No, I'm not trying to Lima Lima
University Trip Around the World,
The Cross-eyed Judge
Bean." Their Tulips met and she was
which is to start from New York, Sep- Judge: "What is your name?"
Squas h-cd in his arms.
Couldn't Fo'ol Him
tember 18th next, for eight months' vis- First Prisoner: "John Doe."
''Adam
l
Quic)d
The
baby
just
swalThe su11set was a beautiful Golden
iting over thirty foreign countties with Judge (to second priaoner) : "Shut
Glow
on the wedding day. All the
l"
cried
Eve.
lowed
a
sa£ety
pin
four hundred and fifty American Stu; I wasn't talking to you.''
Black-eyed·
Susans flo om the neighborAnd
Adam
laughed'
and
laughed,
for
dents enrolled from all pl\rts of the coun- !hird Prisoner: "I didn't say 'lilY·
hood
were
bridesmaids. Jack-in-thehe
knew
safety
pins
h~dn't
been
inveut·
try, and a faculty of fifty.
. thmg,
ed
yet.-Tatler.
·
Pulpit
officiated
with Elder Berry asThe President of the Faculty is Dr.
sisting.
The
Blue
Bells pealed merrily
We're
for
Him
Charles F. Thwing, President Emeritus
Mrs,
Plummer:
"I
think
you.
might
Occupation
as
Phlox
came
to
the
wedding. SnowSame
of Western Reserve University, Clevetalk·
to
me
while
I
sew."
"I
fra11kly
admit
I
balls
and
Ladies
Slippers
were thrown
Miss
Browne:
land, Ohio, and twenty-two universities
Plummer:
"Why
don't
you
Mr.
sew
.am
looking
for
a
husband."
at
the
departing
couple.
will be represented on the faculty.
"F;orget-me-not,'' cried the mother as
Mrs. Green: "So al)l' I."
Most of the foreign governments have to. me while I read_?"
"But
I
thought
yoq
had
one?"
the
bride left.
extended official invitations to the stu·
Out of Order
"I
have,
and
I
spend,
most
of
my
time
"I
just know I shall be happy," said
dents to visit their countries.
Small Girl: "Are you an actress, looking for him."-Answers (London); the bride, "for he was the first mali
Honorable Henry J, Allen pf Wichita,
who did not Lilac everything."-Ca!ifor?"
Kansas, will be in charge of Journalism
nia Pelican.
The Optimist Galore
and will write the history of the recepWhen you have bunions on your feet,
tions in the foreign countries,
"Because daddy said when you came Bear them with a resignation sweet,
Dean George E. Howes of Williams
(P)oak Chops
hav.e a sce11e.''-Answers.
For you are infortunate indeed;
College and Dean Albert K. Heckel of
A
man
had
a little axe,
Suppose you were a centipede I
the University of Missouri will be in
He walked the forest through,
charge of the students.
Merely a Suggestion.
shopper had nearly everthing Be patient when your throat is sore; Wh~never he got hungry
?e'd take a chop or two.
The Physical Education Department,,,,, •. , down from the shelves.
You haven't any cause to roar;
will be under Mr. Daniel Chase, and "I don't see' just the right thing," she At ills like these you. well may laugh;
some form of sport will be obligatory decided, at last. "I want to surprise my Be thankful you are 'no giraffe l
.
Wrinkles
with all students. Several intercollegiate husband on his b.irthday."
She's a slave to each new wrinkle
baseball and football matches have at- "Well," suggested the exhausted clerk, If rheumatism in yourilimbs
Of the changing styles, I vow
ready been arranged for with students "why don't you hide behind the door your happiness at times bedims,
And that explains the wrinkles
in the foreign universities.
and shout 'Boo 1' at • him ?"-Tit-Bits You haven!t any right to cussOn her slaving hubby's brow.
(London).
Suppose you were an octopus l
.

'

NUDE and SMOKED
CALFSKIN

OXFORDS
In the Newest
Collegian Lasts

$4.85 AND $6.00
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Rosenwald's
New Mexico Gift Store
Invites a Thorough In·
11pection of Their
Gift-Ware
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They All Say That
A congressman's wife, waking him in
the middle of the night, tol<l him that
· th~~e wcr~~o~~ers .~11 the house.
" lllpossl e, sa! the. congre~sman.
There may be robbers 111 the Senate,
but not in the House."

Putting a· Limit
"How long am I to preach?" aske<l
the visiting clcrgynl"'l,
"Well," he was told, "there's a feeling
;in this parish that no souls arc saved
after the first quarter of a11 hour.''Tit-Bits (Lo11don).

Drop in and browse a bit!
NEW MEXICO
BOOK
S'l'ORE
203 W, Central
Avenue

v-:r:,.

Delirio11s
"How did you get that ~ut on your
head?"
''Hic-musta bit-myself."
"Gwan, you couldn't bit yourself up
there."

"Musta-hic-stood on a chair,-Goblin.
Brave Loser
"I bet on a brave hot·se today."
"Brave?"
"I should say so. He chased the other h.;rses clear around the track."
-Leatherneck.
Sailor's Sweethearts
Sailor: "Quick, sir, the ship is sink·
ing."

Captain : "Man the boats, or there
will be a widow in every port."-Tiger.
Papa's Protection
Effie: "Pa, I wauna join the Transcontinental Air-Mail Service.''
Pa: "Nopey, nopey, Sugar Plum. No
daughter of t11ine will ever be a fly·
by-night."-Yale Record.

Mutual Understanding
And if the toothache bothers you,
Mistress : "I am a woman of few
Presents
Consider that your teeth are few
When you read on the program that words. If I beckon with my band that
Compared to those which you remark the manager "presents" an actress, it means 'come.' "
Upon the jawbone of a shark I
New Maid: "That suits me mum.
does not mean that he gives her away.
I'm also a woman of few words. If I
And if this blithe philosophy
Bleating
shake my head it means 'I'm no comFor which I did not charge a fee,
Hi: "Gotta new calf at yer house, ing.' "-Answers (London).
Does not appear to do you good- aincha, Si ?"
Oh, well, I didn't think it would.
Si: "N aw, that's only grandmaw prac- Successful :Father: "Suppose I should
-Wisconsin Octopus. ticing on her new saxyphone.-Wabash be taken away suddenly, what would become of you?"
Caveman.
Son: "Oh, I would just be here. The
Tall Timber
Oh, Baby
question is, what would become of
One Farmer: ''Out where I come
from the squashes grow so big we have Trainman-"\Vhat did the boss say you ?"-London Opinion.
to hatll~th'eln in· With a team of horses.'' when you told him you sat up all night
"What's the matter, Betty?"
Another One: "Tl1~t's nothing, out with the baby?"
Guard-"Thc darn fool asked me "My goldfish has eczema."
where I live the corn grows' so fast
"Badly?"
that we have to keep two men at the what her name was."
"No, only on a small scale."-London
base of each stalk to chop the cars off
Whiskers Saved Him
Mail.
as they go by, and one day one of the
fellows missed the ear ·and it caught un- Two men were becoming abusive in
Whose Baby Are You? 0
der his belt. By heck, you won't be- the course of a political quarrel.
"I
think,''
cried
one
of
them,
"that
"They
have a new name for the dilieve it, but it carried him up so far
there
is
just
one
thing
that
saves
you
vorce
records
now.''
that we had to shoot dog biscuits up
from
being
a
bare-faced
liar."
"Yes,
'Who's
Whose in America."
to him with a shotgun to keep him from
The Early Bird,
"What's
that?"
asked
the
other.
-\Vashington
Dirge.
starving."-:Michigan Gargoyle.
'
He: "Ah, every morning you are my
"Your whiskers,'' was the reply.
first thought."
Wouldn't Listen to It
She : "Your brother says the same.''
Not Taking Any
Just
Your
Hand
"Maurice
is mighty lucky to be deaf.''
A doctor had been io see one of his
He : "Ycs, but I am up half an hour
"Should
evening
dresses
ever
be
worn
1
"How's
that?"
patients, a widow.
before him."-Punch (London).
to bridge parties?"
I "He can't hear the girls say 'no!"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;i "You are slightly morbid, my dear "No. In playing cards it is only nee- -Okla. Whirlwind.
~
.lady," he said. "You should look about
essary to show your hand." .
-------you and marry again."
The Berries I
"Oh, doctor,'' she answered, coyly,
Frenchman-"OO·Ia
Ia,
I
enjoy
te
1
'Waitress:
"Here's your shortcake
"is this a proposal?"
shoebal
game
zo
muclll"
•sir."
"Allow me to remind you, madam;"
If you can't be at home on 11 Mother's
,came the reply, "that a doctor prescribes Italian-"My God, such ignorance., Sarcastic Diner: "You call that short·
Day," send her the one thing that will
make her most happy, The dllto Is
Nat shoeball-fectball.''
cake? Take it out and berry it !"-Mich'
ne, but he doesn't take it."
igan Gargoyle.
!\lay 9th.
Watts
That?
-~----Beat It
BROOK'S STUDIO
The
electrician
had
arrived
home
at
Another
Broken Engagement
"I'll get you anything you want,"
Phone 389
3
A.
M.
and
was
sneaking
upstairs
when
May:
"Do
you
like my engagement
Said he to smooth Jler pout;
this
is
how
his
wife
greeted
him:
ring?"
But she was mean, and said to him,
\Vatts the matter? Wire you insu· Belle: "Dearie, it's simply a peach.
"Then, if you please,. GET out I"
late?
When does it come off.-\Vest Philadelphia Western.
Give Her a Trumpet
A Boy With a Future
He who marries an angel should not
A.Promise
"Tommy," said a Chicago youngster's
complain later about t)1e harping.
mother, "there is a great big blot on 'Grandma: "And promise me, Albert,
dear, if you ever come across a way·
your copybook.''
"No, mamma, you're mistaken. That's side brook, do.n't drink it, but gargle
only a period. Our teacher is awfully it.''-Columbia Jester.
nearsighted."
All Over
Nature's
Course
To
speeding
motorist who just
.. SomeUietl cf . .
Am1ty: "What became of that kitten splashed mud on him:
'J
pennies
"Hey, who the Sam Hill do you think
.you had?"
· infmor work and Jose
I Niece (in surprise): "Why don't you you are?"
know?"
"Oliver Twist, why?"
lack of &d,
1
Aunty:
"I
haven't
heard
a
word,
was
"Well,
I'm Oliver Mud."-Oxford Hovertising value in the work
~he
poisoned?"
gan's
Alley.
they get. Printen as a role
Niece: "No'm/1
----·---charge very reuonable
Humoring the Child
Aunty: "Drowned 1"
prices, for none of them
"The medicine you gave me for my
Niece:
"N'o'm/'
will help you set that new
little girl is all used up.''
get rich
nearly
Aunty: "Stolen?"
Suit just right. All the
"It should have lasted twice as long
of them work hard.
Niece:
"No'm.
wanted shades and toesas this."
Aunty: "Hurt in any way?"
They wear well and range
Monrl: GIH IJOII' prlnllrtf lo
Niece: "No'm. She growed into a "I know, but I can't get her to take
• pill,.,., onJ ,..,. ~it unless I take a dose my self.''
cat.''-Buffalo Bison.
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Save PenniesWute Dollars
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:t:throoah

WELCOME
Whether You Buy or Not

ALWAYS BEST
. in

Dry Goods

A Good Looking
Pair of Shoes

au

althooah

~(1/k~
.t

1
'

From $4.00 to $7.00

and

Ladies'
Ready-to-wear

Three

If you can read we have some'thing tl1at will interest you I
MAGAZINES OF ALL SORTS
Books in endless variety from
lOc to $20

Come Kitty
Welcome to Her
"I'm very careful, I at ways send my "I have only come to take my wife
children out of the house before I quar- home/ he explained.
rel with my husband.''
"Oh, my dear Mr. Blank,'' said the
"The little dears, they iook so healthy hostess, "why didn't you come sooner?"
from spending their time in the open
ts (Lond~n).
air."-Leschen's Herucles.
No Room for Any
Dad's Distinction
"What is your chest expansion?''
"Ah, so your son is in college. How's
"None whatever I I live in one of the
he making it?"
new flats 1"-l:ondon Opinion.
"He ain't. I'm making it-he's spending it."
Regular Employers
"Hello, ] oe. Who'rc you working for
now?"
Three Cheers!
"Say, Pop, what is an echo?"
"Same old bunch-wife a!1d five kids."
"Au echo, my son, is the only thing 1--L<m<ton Mail.
that keeps a woman from having the
-------Dig Them Up
the last word.''
"Sorry, but I can't come. I'm going
'Romeo and Juliet.'"
"Bring them along with you."-Bystander.
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Oar Printing Is
lJnexeelled
VALUANT PRINTING CO•
Albuquerque, N. M.

CAIN'S

402•West Central
BROWN BILT SHOE STORE

Kodak At You Go

QUALITY FINISHING
From-D a n i e I &
209~

Da ni eI

W. Central

.SL

CATA~O~·DRAMATIC CLUB

LOBOS TAKE FIRST IN CITY
TRACK AND FIELD MEET;
SELECTS CAST
INDIAN MILER IS SENSATION

NEW UNIVERSITY
HAS ALTERED APPEARANCE
Make the
The thirty-fifth annual catalogue of
the University of New Mc,:ico, for the
year 1925-1926, has just come from the
press.
•
This catalogue is marked by several
changes from those of previous years,
both in appearance and it1 organization of
contents.

LIBERTY CAFE
Your Eati~g
Headquarters
THE HOME OF
GOOD EATS

DEAN CLARK RETURNS
FROM TULSA MEETING
Dean Clark returned Stmd'ay from
Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he has for the
past week been in attendance at the annual convetttion of the American Chemical Society.
"A very enjoyable as well as a very
helpful meeting," is reported by ·Dr.
Clark, who was one of the main speakers
on the second day of the convention.

WI-IITMAN'S
And
Miss Saylor's
Chocolates
And

\
\
\

~~ J·. ,.,~"~~

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Let Fudge
Briggs Pharmacy
400 West Central

University Women
Start·, Tennis Meet

The cast for "The Witching Hour,''
to be presented May 14, has been an~
nounced by Dr. St. Clair, who is directing the work.
·
The Committee on Se,lection of a Cast
has chosen these students for the following roles :
,
Jack Brookfield-Denmead Davis.
•
Justice Prentice-Bob Conlee.
Lew Ellinger-William Flynn.
Clay Whipple-William Moore,
Frank Hardmuth-Bob Hughes.
Harvey-Bob Fisher.
Emn1ett, reporter-Jack McFarland.
Justice Henderson-Barney Burns,
Tom Dcnning-Vitgil Judy.
Mrs. Campbell-Eunice Herkenhoff.
Viola Campbell~Lenore Pettitt.
Mrs. Whipple-Bertha Hoskins.
Rehearsals for the play started Tuesday afternoon.
-----.---NEW MEXICO DAY FOR
SESQUI SET BY. GOVERNOR.

SlUlShine

(Continued from Page 1)
.In the half mile J, Yazza, Indian
School, finished the race ahead of Hayden, U. N. M., and L. Hernandez, Ind.
The time was 2 minutes 10 7/10 seconds. · This is a good time for high
school races but will win few Varsity
meets. Conley, Arizona's best bet in this
event, has stepped it consistently in better time than 2:05. His best mark is
2:0.3.
Tully, U. N. M., took first in the
javelin throw with a heave of 149 feet
8 inches. Brown and Moore, both Lobes, came second and third.
Mulcahy was high point man of the
m,eet with a total of 20 points. Offield
won both sprh1ts an<l. a third place for
11 points. Yazza was third with 10
points.
As .a whole better records are looked
for in the Arizona meet, especially in. the
track .events than were made last Saturday. A strong cold wind checked the
runners considerably.

Adv~:~ 1~EW MEXICO LOBO
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Phone 197
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Phone 121
Free Delivery
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M1ss A. P. Milnor
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MILNER STUDIO
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Friendship's Perfect Gift
YOUR Photograph
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Governor A. T. Hannett, of New Mex. The University 'Nomen's Tennis Tournament will begin during the last week ico, has designated August 18 as 'New ALL-STAR BALL
of April, and wlll be open to all the Mexico day" at tiie Sesqui-Centennial
TEAMS SELECTED
,If It's Shoes
International Exposition to be held in
women of the ~niversity, according to
Miss Mary Brown, president of the Wo- Philadelphia from June 1 to December
Have 'Em
The following selections of all-star
men's Athletic Association. Many girls 1. This day will mark the eightieth anniversary of the date on which General intramural playground ball teams were
are now practicing. It is planned to Phil Kearney took possession of the made by vote of the captains of the varRepairs
.
.
ious teams:
hold the singles first, then, if enough
women are interested, jt is likely' that terrttory m the name of the United
Position
Second Team
States.
First Team
doubles will be played.
'
Reed (OR)
ALLEN'S SHOE
RiChmond ( KS)
p
Miss Anna Frances Jackson has been
M
(KS)
c Hammond (PICA)
SHOP
appointed s~orts t;'anager ~or swimming. Profs Upset Dope and
M~~;:by (SC) 1b
Kelly (KS)
Phone 1ti1
to serv~ tht? spnng. It tll plan~e~ to 1 Best Sigs by 10M9 Score John (CC)
303 W. Central
2b Culpepper (PKA)
have swunmmg contests, those parltctpat·
G II' (OR)
3b
Bryce ( CC)
·
t o recetv_e
·
·
a ter
mg.
pomts
accor d'mg to t 11e
ss
Salazar (Ind)
The Faculty sprung a surprise on the Black (SC)
pm~t system 111 ~se by the women as the Sigma Chi outfit last Friday 'afternoon Quintana (lnd) ss
Goodwin (SC)
asts for awardmg sweaters, arm bands, when they won the last game i.n the ar- Long (PTrA)
Driverless Cars
rf
Dalies ( CC)
'"
letters,
etc.
b
II
h
1
G
k
(
0
mary
a
tournament
by
t
e
score
0-9.
ren
o
R)
cf
Gerhardt
(OR)
Popular Prices-Cars Delivered
Using a make-shift team, and playing a Sacks (Ind)
If V. Brown .COR)
All Makes -'- 1926 Models
cinch game the Sigs were unable to overVarsity Musical Dept.
Chrysler Sedans, lfash Scda.ns, Stude·
NOVEL COURSES AT
Practices for Cantata come the lead piled. up by the Profs the
bakers, Maxwells, Buicks, Ford
first
of
the
game.
DARTMOUTH
Coupes, Ford Sedans, Ford
The
usual
staff
of
J
obuson
and
Pope.
Th~
best.
time to. give ofll alumnus an
Roadsters.
Rehearsals for the cantata, "The Rose
111 his college is bejoy
worked
for
the
winners.
Black
and
mtelhgent
mterest
Maiden," to be presented by the entire
B & M Driverless Car Co.
McFarland
formed
the
battery
for
the
fore
he
becomes
an
alumnus. There is
musical department of the University,
115 N. Third-rear of
Sigma
Chi.
a
course
on
College
Education, offered
whicl;t is to take place May 28, have
First N ationa! Bank
This
was
the
only
game
the
Faculty
as
an
elective
at
Dartmouth,
which is
been going forward at a steady pace,
Phone 309.
won
in
the
tournament.
But
according
to
aimed
at
this
objective.
·The
catalogue
most of the parts by the orchestra, chorus, and soloists having been learned. Coach this is no man's game, "Wait un- defines the course as lollows:
The participants in the cantata are at til real baseball comes around and the. "The purpose of this course is to make·
Sigma Chis Fall Before
present polishing up the parts for more Profs will show their stuff," says John- clear the present objectives of college I
education, as shown in the historical deson.
Omega Rhos by 11-6 effective presentation.
velopment of the American college with
---- .
This week the soloists are to practice
'
a
vtew to a more understanding particiNINETEEN AND HEALTHY
The Omega Rhos practtcally won the with the orchestra, and next week it is
pation by the undergraduate in the intelplayground tournament when they fell on expected to have a combined rehearsal of
lectual
life of the institution and a more
th~ Sigma Chi team last Wednesday to: all the choruses. The soloists are Gladys
Perhapg if intercollegiate sports were
intelligent
participation by future alumni
wm by the scar~ of 11-6.
George, Helen Sisk, Frank Darrow and abolished, something else equally divertin.
the
control
and support of their alma
With the count favori11g the Sigs
L. B. Thompson. It has been definitely ing n\ight arise to lure students away
mater,
The
European background of
to 3 in the fifth the Omega Rhos fell on! decided to give ti1e cantata on the cam- from their studies. It is one of the
Ame~ican
colleges
\~ill be studied briefly,
Black's 'offerings for seven runs and put I pus, in S(Jmewhat the same manner that tragedies of higher education that so
espectally
the
Enghsh
universities after
the game on ice. Grenko wielded a heavy Hiawatha was presented last year.
many students are not susceptible of
which
will
be
taken
up
thll founding of
stick, khocking out a pair of home runs
The male chorus, which was to ]1ave scholarship in the postgraduate sense, and
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BARBER SHOP
None But Expert
Hair Cutters Employed
106 ~· Second Street
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Roland Sauer

I

I

I

I

Co.

1

Men's Suits Cleaned and
Pressed

SO CENTS

I
41

and a single in four trips to the plate. , sung for the Kiwanis club luncheon last that the Devil docs not have to whisper
Reed was on the slab for the winners; 1 week, postponed the performance, which I more thau once to lure hundreds from
the search for Truth to the pursuit of
Renfro was in the catcher's box. For'), is to be given ne,:t Wednesday.
the Sigs Black and McFarland iormed
1 Fol!v. .
•
the battery. . .
.
•
l MUSICAL PROGRAM 'i' S~holarship seems to be stymied by the
Score by mnmgs:
M A R K
1 regrettable but unalterable fact that
Omega Rho 0 2 1 0 7 1 0-11
. S ASSEMBLY practically all sophomores arc nineteen
Sigma Chi 0 2 2 0 1 1 0- 6
. ,
.
years old and healthy.-Sport Stuff,
Last Frtday s assembly conststed of. a I Coruell Almmzi News.
musical program under the direction of 1
----'~---Mrs. Thompson,.of.the musical d'epart-1
Mamg
k'
L osoflt.
t
EXCELSIOR
tncnt of h
t cu mverstty.
"
It i t
£ th
I suppose, poor fellow, it was povSOFr WATER
: One Of tllcnoveyeaureso
e
b
•
•
program was the presentation of Adelina erltyl?,that rought you to thts pnsou
LAUNDRY
. .
.
ce
Pd
a ucmm, a tmy tot of some ten or "On
· the contrary, brother, I was just
twelve years of age, who very pleasingly coining money.,.
rendered two vocal solos in Italian, and
Satisfaction
a piano solo.
Another pleasant part of the program
INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
was two vocal solos by Mrs. C. 0. Reidy,
.
See
Points
Varsity Shop, Agent
accompanied by Mrs. Thompson on the Team
Phone 177
Omega
Rho
...............................
.463
1piano. The last number was a piano duet
Kappa Sigma ....... - ................. 4311-3
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~51by
Miss Merle York and Mrs. Thomp- Sigma Chi .................................... 388 5-6
/
son at the two pianos, when they played
the "Rlmpsody in Blues," by a member Pi Kappa Alpha .......................... 353
Independents .....:.........................2241-3
of Paul Whiteman's orchestra. .
The meeitng was opened by the singing Comnado Club ............................188
of Alma Mater by tbe student body, and Faculty ....................................... 50
1
closed with the singing o( America.

&

HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK

.

THE

IMPERIAL

LAUNDRY CO.
Phones 147 and 148

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- ..

the nine coloqial colleges. Their developmcnt as to support, control, curriculum,
entrance and graduation requirements,
faculty, etc., will be traced, Dartmouth 1
College forming the central theme, with ;
amplll supplementary material from the '
histories of other institutions. Open to
Juniors and Seniors. No prerequisites." ,

WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Phone 758
113-115 W. Gold Ave.

PENNANTS . _ EVERSHARP PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
LOOSE'LEAF NOTE BOOKS

I

PHONE

ALL CLOSED CARS
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SUNSHINE THEATRE

l
I

Perfectly Ventilated •

Pipe Organ

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

I
BASEBALL
Bats, balls, gloves, mitts
and masks.
TENNIS
Rackets, racket presses
and balls.

New Arrivals of
Bostonians College

I

SHOES
for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
New Mexico's
Leading Shoe Store

II

Mauger
Phone 305

I
I

I

iI

-

SHOE STORE
Onn. Y, M. C. A,
Phon~ .!!!:L

•

i
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I

DOUBLE BILL

p ~o~s!!.!!l E

RAMON NAVARRO in ''The Midshipman"
and Frances Ferguson and her "Golden Gate Girls"

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"Below the Line"
with Rin·Tin-Tin

I

PARIS
Raabe &
1st and Copper

;

also "Adventure& of Mazie"
Regular Prices

,

.

Raised Prices

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC cD~l
"At Your Service..

ELECTS FOR YEAR Monday, April 26Meeting o'f the Fl!Culty of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
At a banquet of Phi Kappa Phi,. held
at the home of Bishop Howden last Meeting of the Student Council.
Thursday, Harris Grose and Miss Anna Meeting of the Independent Women.
Swain were elected members of Phi Tuesday, April 27Kappa Phi from the University this Meeting of the Y. W. C. A.
Wednesday, April 2Syear.
Miss Swain has been attending the Meeting of the Committee on Student
Affairs.
summer sessions of the university for a
Intr<~mural
Basebal!.
number of years, and is a teacher in the
29Thursday,
April
schools of Albuquerque, Harris Grose
Intramural
Baseball.
·
is a senior, and has attended the univerFriday,
April
30sity during his whole college career. He
Southwestern Track Meet at El Paso.
is also from Albuquerque. He is a memInstallation of Student Body Officers.
ber of the Kappa Sigma fraternity, the
Recital of the Department of Music .
Pipe and Pen Club, and Khatahli. He
Saturday, May ! was editor of the Lobo in his junior Engineering Inspection Party leaves.
year.
Intramural Baseball,

~9'2"'6'

Senior Class

~·-··-··-··-··-·~---~~~~-+
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Will

Lobo Track Team

Plant Memorial Tree
A ceremony of unusual importance
will take place immediatly after assembly today when the members of the
Senior Class will plant a tree on the
University Campus in memory of the
Class of 1926, This ceremony follows
.
.
t11e genera I observance, t lus mortnng,
of the National Forest Conservancy
week. The planting of the tree will be
in charge of Monroe McKinley, president of the class, assisted by various
members of the class, Fitting services will be held and an invocation
delivered by Reverend Carl Armerding,
a member of the class.

Loses to Wildcats
In Annual Meet
0
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At the assembly Friday, as was fitting for this time of the year, Colonel
Two southwestem t·ecords went by
Reynolds, of the United States Army,
the boards Saturday at Tucson, where
made a short speech in which he exthe Adzona wildcats swamp.ed the visithorted all those who were eligible, and
ing New Mexico track squad 11nder a
who possiMy cottld, to attend the sum105 2/3 to 16 I /3 score, Captain Conley
mer citizens' military training camps.
of
the Wildcats accounted for both recColonel Reynolds is a typical army
ords,
turning the mile in 4 :47 flat, to
veteran, having. served in the Spanishbreak
his own record of 4:48:5, and
American war, the Philippine war, and
coming
i>ack later to clip an even two
the World war. Bluff and stockily built
seconds
off the half mile record, runStudent Directory Is
in appearance he looks every inch the
ning
the
distance in 2 :03 5/10. AriAlpha Chi Omega party.
seasoned soldier, and his direct, forceCompiled by Council zona made a clean sweep in six events;
ful manner bears out this impression.
A Student Directory has been compil- Mulcahy scored the only first place for
In the past, the United States bas Dean Mitchell at
.t C
. the Lobos, in the bigli' jump, Conley,
Home to Seniors STUDENT Y. M.
ed a n d pos ted by tl1e Studen
ounct1 S 1
M
·
·
always had time to prepare for war,
tl b ll f b d f tl A
. t d c 1ee,
. Dcvme, and Arnold of the
IS
PLANNED
0
said Colonel Reynolds, since no other
__
osn dJc u. c m oar
le ss.o~m e Wildcats each scored 10 points to ditu ents m the lobby of the admuustra- •·'d 1 • l
•
M 1 1
nation has ever declared war on this
Dean and Mrs. L. B. Mitchell enterGa1e Seamans, S ecretary of the Na- t'
b Ut'ld'mg. ' ·
,1 e ug 1 pmnt 11onors;
u ca, 1y acton
d
f
.
nation. It is unreasonable to expect tained the members of the senior class at tiona! Student Y. M. C. A., met with a .
.
.
counte or nmc of the Lobo pomts.
The dtrectory centams the names of Off' ld
that in the future the country will al- an informal reception held at their· resi1 • If ·
1• d 1
11 group of students We dncsday and all of the various student organizations . tl lel rdan dumftse
sma
mto
t
ur p bace
ways be ready to meet the emergency dence on Columbia avenue, last Sunday. discussed plans for active work of the
h
. .1
m 1e 1un r~ a er a poor start, ut
t
e
campus
wtth
t
te
names
of.
the
f
'I
d
t
•
tl
A
·
fl
on
demands of war, especially with the
1
About thirty members of the class were student Y. M. C. A. here.
officers of each.
at ~ o pface
ag;unHst ,~ nzona· • y1
1
1
use of modern warfare methods.
present. The reception was held between
. 1s
. one. o f th e.m1etl10 ds tltat t 1te ers 111 t te nr .ong,
os• <tns and Batley
A constitution has been granted to Tlus
"National dishonor is a million times the hours of four and six. A two- the body of students by the administra- St d · t C
. year wc1·e
u en
ounc1. 1 11as· a d~opt ed tlus
• quatter,
. both dtstanced m the
worse than war, even with all the hor- course luncheon was served.
tion a11d they will meet at a special f 1 .
. t h 'tl 11 f tl w1Jtc11 was won by Schee m the fast
call meeting next Thursday night at 7 ord ceepmg •.n ?uc WI 1 a. 0
lc time of 52 flat. Sebec was closely
rors of war," he declared, "and national
•
•
stu
ent
orgamzattons
and
bus
mess
perd b·~ B 1t ld d N 1
M
dishonor will surely result if this counp. m. m room 8, Sctence Building, for taining to the welfare of the student tprcsse t' ec l otl an I Nc son.M ~stry is not prepared."
Kappa Sigs Best
the purpose of completing an orgauiza- b d
crson, w 10 was te on y cw cx1ca
0 y.
entry
in the half and mile was beaten
tion
and
to
determine
plans
for
the
fuThe summer training camps arc not
Independents• 11-1
by a fast field. Conley was closely
ture.
only for the purpose of preparedness,
New Student Officers
trailed by two of his ful!m mates in
according to Colonel Reynolds, but the
The Kappa Sigma and Independents
To Be Installed Friday b.oth events, in each of which he set a
principle aim is to make the young man ushered in tile intramural baseball seanc"\v record. ·
a better citizen, more useful to him- son Wednesday afternoon on Varsity Rehearsals Continue
Fdday, April 30', will mark the close Mulcahy, who was doped to run Arself and to the society of which he is a Field. In a game marred by a number
For The Rose Maiden of another successfql year of student nold and Clark a close race in the high
part.
of errors, few bits, and .good pitching
t~overnment at the University oi New hurdles, led the field until the last two
"The student in the camp is taught by both teams, the Kappa Sigs over- Reharsal has begun in earnest for the Mexico.
hurdles, where he faltered badly and
to know himself, to find himself, and powrcd their opponents by the score of "Rose Maiden," the musical pageant
The new officers who will be sworn fell back into third place at the finish.
to take care of himself. The camp is 11-1.
to be presented by the music de- in Friday morning include: Loren T. He was unable to adapt his style of
for the purpose of building up mental,
After two were out in the first frame, partment of the University some time Mozley, president; :Madge Shepard, vice burdling 'to the sharp curve on which
moral, and physical culture."
Richmond sent a liner over second f"r a this spring. Combin.•d practices of the president; Marcella Reidy, secretary- the low hurdles were run, and neither
';c These were the main purposes of the home run.
Neither team scored in the orchestra and male glee club, women's treasurer; and Harley Hoskins, Alton he nor Renfro were able to place in this
"·~.. move, as outlilted by the colonel in second. In the third, the Independents chorus, mixed chorus and soloists are
Bailey and Harold J olm, student mem- event.
bunched two hits, including a triple by being held every Wednesday evening at bers of tbe Athletic Council.
closing.
The Lobos fared better in the field
"Bullies don't make soldiers," he said, Costales, to put their only run across. Rodey Hall.
The retiring officers include: Paul events, but still failed by a great deal
"and 110 one can tell what is in a man The Kappa Sigs carried the game in the Last year the pageant "Hiawatha" L. Fickinger, president; Geraldine Du- to come up to form there. Tony Grennext three innings, scoring ten runs. was given out under the pine trees on Bois, vice president; Mary A. Brown, ko, who won the discus ti1row last year
until he has seen him under fire.''
Captain Pierce then outlined the Sutherland, Kappa Sig pitcher, was given the campus, w~ere camp fires, wig- secretary-treasurer; and Louise Sea- with a 124 foot heave, and who has
method by which one might go about almost perfect support behind fine warns and Indtan costumes presented mons, Lynn Hammond and Benjamin been casting the platter over 130 feet in
quite a realistic Indian background. The Sacks, members of the Athletic Council. practice failed to even place. Iggy Mulgaining entrance to tl1e camps for the pitching.
pageant
was a: great success and the
summer. Fort Huachuca, Fort Bliss
Another feature of the assembly per- cahy, who has beetl throwing close to
Moore caught for the winners, and did
and Fort Logim are the camps open to a good job of it. Barber started on number this spring, while perhaps not iod Friday will be the "tapping" for 120 feet all season, took only second in
the men from New Mc,:ico. TratJSpor- the mound for the Independents, but was so elaborate in costumes, will provide new members of Khatahli and Mortar- this event which was won by Devine
tation botlt ways is furnished by the driven to the showers in the fifth after a greater treat for true music lovers board Junior, the two senior honorary of Arizona with 116 feet 6 inches. Grengovernment, those going to Fort Logan six runs had crossed the plate. Salazar than Hiawatha.
societies.
ko failed to get better than a third in
being compelled to pay part of their £inisl1ed the game in good fashion. Odie
H
• •
the shot, though 1\f. Devine got only a
own, owing to the c,:tra distance. The was behind the plate.
emor
onor Societies
Ariz
T • PI
little over 300 feet to win it McFarcourse lasts thirty days, attd candidates
To Select Members Fri
onMa kenSms a,yerMs t h land got his best heave of tl;e season
arc admitted ottly after passing the
Score by innings:
a e weep lD a C es but failed to place, Tully lost the javeRHE
physical examination.
In addition to the installation of the
.
.
lin tl1row to A. Devine by less than a
Dr. Haught made a short talk, in Kappa Sigma 1 0 0 2 6 2 0--11 4 1 new Student Body officers next Friday, The Anzona tctu~ts players t~ade a foot, and fouled on his best attempt,
0
0
1
0
0
0
0-1
3
14
which he summarized the plans for the Independents
the two honor societies of the Univer- clean sweep of thetr contest wtlh the which would have won. Devine failed
summer session, which is to last from =-=============== sity will "tap" for new members
Lkoblo ne!mcLn Satu6rd0ay6 all TSucskon.l Grtettt- to come near his record breaking heave
•
•
·o ost to ove - , - ; ac s os o f
• h'
June 7 to July 31 of this year. The clarinet and Merle Yorke at the piano. K
hatahh, for men, and Mortarboard S . 1 6 3 6 2 ,~ k t k ti f" t t o 1ast season 111 t IS event.
•
m1t 1 - , - , .v<an oo te trs se
I tl 1 • 1 N
M ·
d
term, longer than that of previous years, The two also rendered a selection at
n 1c ug'l 1 JUmp
ew extco score
.
J umor, for women, w.ere organized sev· f rom Draehman, p1aymg
num ber one
h.
•
makes possible the earning of more the close. President Hill introduced
1teavt Y t an m any other event,
era!
years ..
ago for the purpose of giv- f or A rtzona,at
.
6 bu t a ft era 1ong f"1g11t more
8-,
•
h M
·
credit hours toward a degree than ltas the speakers.
5 feet 9 mches
mg •recogtutton to those members of the 1ost tltc t wo 1as t sc1s eac h a t 6-3• Pa'•red w. en du1cahy leaped
to
.
ltcrctofore been possible.
The meetit1g was closed by the sing- Jumor Class who bad most distinguish- in the d<lubles, Monk and Sacks were wm, an. Russell lled for szcond place
The assembly was opened by a piano ing of Alma Mater by the student body, ed themslves as leaders . in scholarship beaten by Smith and Orachman by the at one mch lower. Mulcahy attempted
solo by Miss Leona Rait:ard, and by a under the direction of Mrs. L. B. and various student activities on the scores of _ 64.
'
6 feet for a new record but tipped the
63
duet consisting of Walter Dolde on the Thompson.
campus during thei.- previous three
'
bar slightly on each try. Renfro got
years of student life. Selections are
Off
p •
over the vault bar at only 10 feet to
made at the end of the Junior year on
orum
• ers • rizes
tie for second in the vault, which was
the
above
basis,
and
membership
is
For
Historical
Novel
won by Bordcwick at 10 feet 6. Three
OYEZ! OYEZ! OYEZ!
considered a high honor.
Wildcats leaped over 21 feet in the
Know ye all men by these presents that the Great God
The process of selection is known as The Frederick A. Stokes Company broad jump, in which New 1fe"ico failRazz be on a rampage! The altars are cold and the high
"tapping," and is conducted in the fol- and The Forum are offering through ed to score. The relay, which was
priest. be .fled, leaving their dirty laundry strewn about the
lowing manner. The members of the Curtis Brown a prize of $7,500 and roy- counted for points, was also wc•n by
holy of holies.
societies walk through the audience and alties for the best American historical Arizona (White, Beechtold, Nelson and
0 come all ye faithful, sing to high heaven your
tap the prospective members lightly on novel submitted not later than March Griffin) in 3 minutes 33.6 seconds, a
hosannas and hallelujahal For the Most High and Puissant
the shoulder as a sign that they have 1, 1927. Of this sum, $5,000 is to be second over their record of last year.
been chosen for membership in one or paid by The Forum !or American and SummaryDiety demandeth secrificea I
the other o£ the societies,
Canadian serial rights and $2,500 is an
100 yard dash-Scltee A, Morris A,
All of which means, gel your pet razz in at the earliest
Each
organization
has
a
constitution
advance
on
accoutlt
of
royalties
at
the
Offield
N • M. 't'ime 10.2.
possible moment, If you fail to register on your pet peeve,
and
a
full
ritual.
rate
of
15
per
cent
for
the
United
States
:Mile
run-Conley
A, Angle A, Rhind
he will score on you without getting a comeback.
Present members of Khatahli for and 7V. per cent for Canada. Film and A. Time 4 :47.
Who is conceited and why? Who gazes lovingly and
this
year include: Woodford Heflin stage rights remain the property of the 220 yard dash-scott A, Bechtold A,
dreamily into the eyes of whom, and makes him cut a caper
Paul L. Fickinger, Harris Grose and author, as do all trattslation rights.
White A. Ti~e 22.6.
for pure ecstasy? Who is it that imagines he looks like the
Robert
Elder.
Members
of
Mortar120 yard !ugh hurdles-Arnold A,
Prince of Wales, when he has on sweater and golf socks that
board
Junior
include
Meta
Sedillo,
He!~
CONTRIBUTORS
Clark
A, Mulcahy N. M. Time 16.5.
don't match? What fraternity prides itself on having the
en
Sisk
and
Louise
McDowell.
440
yard
dash-Schee A, Bechtold A,
prize jelly·beans on the hill? Is there any sorority that has
The
following
have
contributed
to
the
Nelson
A. Time 52,
as many as four good possibilities for dates, and if so, on
DEVINE LEAVES FOR HOME Senior Memorial Student Loan Fund, 220 yard low hurdles-Arnold A,
what do you base your claim?
to date :
Morse A, Clark A. Time Zl.
These are a few of the many thousand questions that
Woodford
He£1in.
880 yard dash-Conley A, Goode A,
Tom De.vine, accompanied by his
n~d answering before the spring courses in Campustry can
Harris Grose.
Rhind A. Time 2:3.5 (new record),
mother, left last Sunday for his home
complete their work for the semester. Remember that the
Paul L. Fickinger.
Pole vault-Bordewick A, Denno A,
in Springer, N. M. Mr. Devine has
other fellow is just as anxious to •ee himself in print aa you
Benjamin Sacks.
and Foss A. Rcn1ro N. :M. tied for secbeen ill for some time from an attack
some information about your neighbor that so far l have ~ot
ond. Height 10.6.
of scarlet fever, which was complicated Bertha Cooper.
are to break into graceful prominence. Shower down wtth
:Mildred Creighton
Shot put-M. Devine A, A. Devine A,
by pneumonia and a throat trouble.
been able to get hold of.
John Ruffner.
Grenko, N. M. D_istance 39.64.
He will not re!utll to the University
-A.GOOF DINKLUM.
Arling Marshall.
(Continued on Page 4)
this semester.
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